
 

WORLD BULLDOZER 

 

MODEL WD165Y WD220Y WD320Y 
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Main Features 



1. WD165Y bulldozer is equipped with CAT licensed C6121 engine, 
which adopts semi-rigid suspended, power shift, hydraulically controlled 
and swing type of sprayed beam . It is applicable for road construction, 
water and electricity engineering farmland leveling, port building, mining 
and other engineering conditions. Also WD165Y can be fitted with winch 
system and be used in lumbering. 

2. WD220Y bulldozer is manufactured base on the technology of 
Komatsu D85A-18 and D85A-23 Japan .It passed the examination of the 
experts group of shanghai economy committee .Its layout is well 
designed ,its appearance is nice and modern ,it has a high working 
performance and is reliable in safety. The machine has used in civil 
industry widely including large mine ground, port, electricity, road 
building. 

3. WD320Y track type bulldozer is design and manufacture technology is 
solely imported from D155A-1 track type bulldozer of Komatsu. Efficient 
and Economic, Cummins NTA855-C360 engine with strong traction and 
low fuel consumption. High efficient in hydraulic mechanical 
transmission system, excellent function in steering hydraulic operating 
system, alleviating operation tiredness and improving work efficiency. 
Comfortable driving operation, hexagon cab, innovative in model, and 
wide in eyeshot, applying the latest achievement of mechanical and 
electrical integration with three-stage alarm electron monitor system to 
ensure machines operating normally. Most reasonable operation 
system, controlling more nimbly and conveniently. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Details 

   

Control Panel Gears Shift Cabin Inside 

   

Air Conditioner ROPS Frame Shangchai CAT Engine 

   

Cummins Engine Gearbox Hydraulic Converter 

   

Final Drive Three Shank Ripper Undercarriage 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Specification List 

 

MODEL W165Y WD220Y WD320Y 

Model WEICHAI WD10G178E25, diesel 
engine 

CUMMINS NT855-C280S10, diesel 
engine 

CUMMINS NTA855-C360S10, diesel 
engine 

Type 
Straight vertical, 4 stroke, water 
cooling, turbo charged 

Straight vertical, 4 stroke, water 
cooling, PT pump injection, 
turbocharged 

Straight vertical, 4 stroke, water 
cooling, PT pump injection, 
turbocharged 

Flywheel power 131kw 175kw 257kw 

Rated speed 1850mm 1800rpm 2000rpm 

Displacement 9.726L 14.01L 14.1L 

Transmission 

Hydraulic shift, planetary gear, 
multiple disc clutch, forced 
lubrication by gear pump, 3 
forward and 3 reverse speeds 

Hydraulic shift, planetary gear, 
multiple disc clutch, forced 
lubrication by gear pump, 3 
forward and 3 reverse speeds 

Hydraulic shift, planetary gear, 
multiple disc clutch, forced 
lubrication by gear pump, 3 
forward and 3 reverse speeds 

Operating weight  17000kg(without ripper) 23500kg (without ripper) 37200kg (without ripper) 

Dimension(no ripper) 5140x3388x3032mm 5460×3725×3395mm 6880×4130×3688mm 

Ground length  2730mm 3150mm 

Ground pressure 0.067mpa 0.077mpa 0.105mpa 

Track gauge  1880mm 2000mm 2140mm 
Dozer blade capacity 4.55m3 6.4m3 10m3 

Blade width 3390mm 3725mm 4130mm 

Blade height  1150mm 1317mm 1590mm 

Max digging depth 540mm 540mm 560mm 

Max lift height of the 
blade 

1050mm 1210mm 1560mm 

Track shoe width 510mm 560mm 560mm 

Pitch 203.2mm 216mm 228.6mm 

Quantity of track link 37 38 41 

Quantity of carrier 
rollers 

4 4 4 

Quantity of track 
rollers 

12 12 14 

Max working pressure 14Mpa 14Mpa 14Mpa 

Max working flow 213L/min 262L/min 355L/min 

Max Track force 146KN 202KN 280KN 

Forward speed (Km/h) F1: 0-3.29, F2:0-5.82, F3:0-9.63 F1: 0-3.6, F2:0-6.5, F3:0-11.2 F1: 0-3.6, F2:0-6.6, F3:0-11.5 

Reverse speed(Km/h) R1:0-4.28,R2:0-7.59, R3:0-12.53 R1:0-4.3, R2:0-7.7, R3:0-13.2 R1:0-4.4, R2:0-7.8, R3:0-13.5 

 

 

 

 

 


